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With exciting new discoveries concerning RNA’s regulatory cellular roles in gene expression, structural and functional problems associated with DNA’s venerable cousin have come to the forefront. RNA folding, for example, is analogous to the well-known protein folding problem, and seeks to link RNA’s primary sequence with secondary and tertiary structures. As a single-stranded polynucleotide, RNA’s secondary structures are defined by a network of hydrogen bonds, which lead to a variety of stems, loops, junctions, bulges, and other motifs. Supersecondary pseudoknot structures can also occur and, together, lead to RNA’s complex tertiary interactions stabilized by salt and solvent ions in the natural cellular milieu. Besides folding, challenges in RNA research include identifying locations and functions of RNA genes, discovering RNA’s structural repertoire (folding motifs), designing novel RNAs, and developing new antiviral and antibiotic compounds composed of, or targeting, RNAs. In this talk, I will describe some of these new biological findings concerning RNA and present an approach using graph theory (network theory) to represent RNA secondary structures. Because the RNA motif space using graphs is vastly smaller than RNA’s sequence space, many problems related to analyzing and discovering new RNAs can be simplified and studied systematically. Some preliminary applications to designing novel RNAs will also be described.
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